coffee wakes up the world

WMF I400F..for FRESH Coffee 		
... BEAN TO CUP... AUTOMATIC... FRESH!

WMF I400F 2 Hopper 		
... fresh drip style coffee from Bean to Cup
More Bean to
Cup options
Filter coffee is an essential part
of breakfast, and many people
enjoy it during the day as well.
The WMF I400 F is the ideal machine for businesses that need a
single cup or a large quantity of
coffee.
Compact, Efficient, Capable, and
Reliable, the WMF I400 F.
Fresh Ground Bean to Cup
- No Waste
- Fresh Coffee in under 60 Sec.
- Labor Savings
- Portable or Permanent Install
- Unlimited LED Colored Lighting
Cup & Cool

WMF I400

WMF I400F

Flexible

The height-adjustable coffee spout
allows cups, mugs, pots and jugs from 2.8“ - 8.0“ tall to be filled.

Cup Rack/Warmer
Modular

Efficient

Multiple Solutions

Easy Cleaning and Filling

2 Whole bean grinders
Touch Screen display allows
for easy beverage counts

WMF I400 F: 03.1400.5053

Technic al data

Rated power

Removable 1 pound hoppers make cleaning and
filling very easy

Bean to Cup

Practical

Freshness and coffee
quality guaranteed

Tempered glass- touch panel
is easy to clean and easy to
custom label for your
beverage selections

1.9 kW @ 120V 20A
120 cups

daily output coffee

2.64 gallons/ hour

hot water output / hour
hopper capacity:
- coffee bean hopper

each apx. 1 pound (optional 2 pound regular)

- chocolate hopper
power supply
clearance height coffee spout

not included in this model
120 V 20A NEMA 5-20
2.8“ - 8.0“

external dimensions:
- width

12 3/4“

- height (incl. hopper & legs)

30 1/8“

- depth

22 1/4“

empty weight / noise level

approx. 88 lb. / < 70 dB (A)

Subject to change without notice. We recommend installation of a WMF water filter if the water hardness exceeds 5 grains carbonate hardness. Errors and omissions not exempt - applies to the full content.
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With the WMF I400 F coffee is always freshly brewed, from beans ground
to order.
Both coffee and beans
are always fresh, there
is never extra product
ground or stored before a
beverage is brewed.

